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Control S tructures: Part 1

4.13 Introduction to Windows Application Programming
Today, users demand software with rich graphical user interfaces (GUIs) that allow them
to click buttons, select items from menus and much more. Most C# programs used in in-
dustry are Windows applications with GUIs.

Load the project ASimpleProject into the IDE. This code can be downloaded, along
with the rest of the code for C# How to Program, under the Downloads/Resources link
off of our Web site (www.deitel.com). To identify easily the form and its controls in the
program code, change the Name properties of the form, label and picture box to ASim-
pleProgram, welcomeLabel and bugPictureBox, respectively. [Note: This prop-
erty may appear as (Name) in the Properties window.] To change a GUI component’s
properties, select (click) the component in the design window, then locate the property in the
Properties window. Click the box to the right of the property name to input a new value,
and press the Enter key once the new value has been entered.

With visual programming, the IDE generates the program code that creates the GUI.
This code contains instructions for the creation of the form and every control on it. Unlike
a console application, a Windows application’s program code is not displayed initially in
the editor window. Once the program’s project (e.g., ASimpleProgram) is opened in the
IDE, the program code can be viewed by selecting View > Code. Figure 4.16 shows the
code editor displaying the program code.

Every Windows application consists of at least one class that inherits from class Form
(which represents a form) in the .NET Framework Class Library’s System.Win-
dows.Forms namespace. The keyword class begins a class definition and is followed
immediately by the class name (ASimpleProgram). Recall that the form’s name is set
using the Name property. A colon (:) indicates that the class ASimpleProgram inherits
existing pieces from another class. The class from which ASimpleProgram inherits—
here, System.Windows.Forms.Form—appears to the right of the colon. In this inher-

Fig. 4.16Fig. 4.16Fig. 4.16Fig. 4.16 IDE showing program code for ASimpleProgram.
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itance relationship, Form is called the base class (or superclass), and ASimpleProgram is
called the derived class (or subclass). With inheritance ASimpleProgram’s class defini-
tion has the attributes (data) and behaviors (methods) of class Form. [Note: Changing a con-
trol’s name in the Properties window may not change all occurrences of the control’s name
in the code. The reader should search the code and replace names that were not changed by
the IDE. For example, the original form name (and class name) was Form1. Search the code
for Form1 and change any remaining instances to ASimpleProgram.]

A key benefit of inheriting from class Form is that someone else has previously
defined “what it means to be a form.” The Windows operating system expects every
window (e.g., form) to have certain attributes and behaviors. However, because class Form
already provides those capabilities, programmers do not need to “reinvent the wheel” by
defining all those capabilities themselves. In fact, class Form has hundreds of methods! In
our programs up to this point, we have used only one method (i.e., Main), so you can
imagine how much work went into creating class Form. The use of the colon to extend
from class Form enables programmers to create forms quickly. 

In the editor window (Fig. 4.16), notice that portions of text are enclosed in small rect-
angles with small plus boxes to their left. The plus box indicates that this section of code is
collapsed. Although collapsed code is not visible, it is still part of the program. Code col-
lapsing allows programmers to hide code in the editor, so that they can focus on smaller
(and perhaps more important) code segments. Clicking the plus box expands the code (i.e.,
displays the entire segment of code). A small minus box to the left of expanded code can
be clicked to collapse that portion of code. If programmers wish to briefly view collapsed
code, they can place the cursor over the rectangle for that portion of code. Doing so will
display the code in a small window.

The appearance of collapsed code differs depending on the nature of the code.
Figure 4.16 demonstrates that collapsed comments appear as /**/ within a rectangle,
while collapsed statements appear as an ellipses (...) within a rectangle. Finally, regions
of code can be created in a C# program. A region is a portion of code specified between the
text #region and #endregion. These tags specify the text that appears in the rectangle
when the code is collapsed. One such region is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4.16, containing
the text Windows Form Designer generated code. The description in the rectangle
indicates that the collapsed code was created by the Windows Form Designer (i.e., the part
of the IDE that creates the code for the GUI). This collapsed code contains the code created
by the IDE for the form and its controls, as well as code that enables the program to run.
We investigate this region momentarily.

Upon initial inspection, the expanded code (Fig. 4.17) looks complex. This code is cre-
ated by the IDE and normally is not edited by the programmer. Such code is present in
every Windows application. Allowing the IDE to create this code saves the programmer
considerable development time. The reader is not at this point expected to understand how
this code works. However, certain programming constructs, such as comments and control
structures, should be familiar.

In Fig. 4.17 we see a portion of the code that makes up the region we saw in the pre-
vious figure. Notice that the region begins with the text #region, followed by the text that
will be displayed when the region is collapsed. This region ends when the text #endre-
gion is encountered, after the end of method InitializeComponent.
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When we created this application, we used the Properties window to set properties
for the form, label and picture box. Once a property was set, the form or control was
updated immediately. Forms and controls contain a set of default properties, which are dis-
played initially in the Properties window when a form or control is selected. These
default properties provide the initial characteristics of a form or control when it is created.
When a control, such as a label, is placed on the form, the IDE adds code to the class (e.g.,
ASimpleProgram) that creates the control and sets some of the control’s property
values, such as the name of the control and its location on the form. Figure 4.18 shows a
portion of the code generated by the IDE for setting the label’s (i.e., welcomeLabel’s)
properties. These include the label’s Font, Location, Name, Text and TextAlign
properties.

Fig. 4.17Fig. 4.17Fig. 4.17Fig. 4.17 Windows Form Designer generated code when expanded.
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The values assigned to the properties are based on the values in the Properties
window. We now demonstrate how the IDE updates the Windows Form Designer gener-
ated code it generates when a property value in the Properties window changes. During
this process, we must switch between code view and design view. To switch views, select
the corresponding tabs—Form1.cs* for code view and Form1.cs* [Design] for design
view. Alternatively, the programmer can select View > Code or View > Designer. Per-
form the following steps:

1. Modify the label control’s Text property using the Properties window. Recall
that properties can be changed in design view by clicking a form or control to se-
lect it, then modifying the appropriate property in the Properties window.
Change the Text property of the label to “Deitel” (Fig. 4.19).

Fig. 4.18Fig. 4.18Fig. 4.18Fig. 4.18 Code generated by the IDE for welcomeLabel.

Fig. 4.19Fig. 4.19Fig. 4.19Fig. 4.19 Using the Properties window to set a property value.
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2. Examine the changes in the code view. Switch to code view (View > Code) and
examine the code. Notice that the label’s Text property is now assigned the text
that we entered in the Properties window (Fig. 4.20). When a property is
changed in design mode, the Windows Form Designer updates the appropriate
line of code in the class to reflect the new value.

3. Modifying a property value in code view. In the code view editor, locate the three
lines of comments indicating the initialization for welcomeLabel and change
the string assigned to this.welcomeLabel.Text from “Deitel” to
“Visual C# .NET” (Fig. 4.21). Now, switch to design mode (View > Design-
er). The label now displays the updated text, and the Properties window for
welcomeLabel displays the new Text value (Fig. 4.22). [Note: Property val-
ues should not be set using the techniques presented in this step. Here, we modify
the property value in the IDE generated code only as a demonstration of the rela-
tionship between program code and the Windows Form Designer.] 

Fig. 4.20Fig. 4.20Fig. 4.20Fig. 4.20 Windows Form Designer generated code reflecting new property values.

Fig. 4.21Fig. 4.21Fig. 4.21Fig. 4.21 Changing a property in the code view editor.
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4. Change the label’s Text property at runtime. In the previous steps, we set proper-
ties at design time. Often, however, it is necessary to modify a property while a pro-
gram is running. For example, to display the result of a calculation, a label’s text can
be assigned a string containing the result. In console applications, such code is
located in Main. In Windows applications, we must create a method that executes
when the form is loaded into memory during program execution. Like Main, this
method is invoked when the program is run. Double-clicking the form in design
view adds a method named ASimpleProgram_Load to the class (Fig. 4.23).
The cursor is placed in the body of the ASimpleProgram_Load method defini-
tion. Notice that ASimpleProgram_Load is not part of the Windows Form De-
signer generated code. Add the statement welcomeLabel.Text = "C#"; in the
body of the method definition (Fig. 4.23). In C#, properties are accessed by placing
the property name (i.e., Text) after the object name (i.e., welcomeLabel), sepa-
rated by a dot operator. This syntax is similar to that used when accessing object
methods. Notice that the IntelliSense feature displays the Text property in the
member list after the class name and dot operator have been typed (Fig. 4.24).

Fig. 4.22Fig. 4.22Fig. 4.22Fig. 4.22 New Text property value reflected in design mode.

Fig. 4.23Fig. 4.23Fig. 4.23Fig. 4.23 Method ASimpleProgram_Load.
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5. Examine the results of the ASimpleProgram_Load method. Notice that the
text in the label looks the same in Design mode as it did in Fig. 4.22. Note also
that the property window still displays the value “Visual C# .NET” as the la-
bel’s Text property and that the IDE generated code has not changed either. Se-
lect Build > Build then Debug > Start to run the program. Once the form is
displayed, the text in the label reflects the property assignment in
ASimpleProgram_Load (Fig. 4.25).

6. Terminate program execution. Click the close button to terminate program execu-
tion. Once again, notice that both the label and the label’s Text property contain
the text Visual C# .NET. The IDE generated code also contains the text Vi-
sual C# .NET, which is assigned to the label’s Text property.

Fig. 4.24Fig. 4.24Fig. 4.24Fig. 4.24 IntelliSense feature of Visual Studio .NET.

Fig. 4.25Fig. 4.25Fig. 4.25Fig. 4.25 Result of changing a property value at runtime.
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